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Introduction
Chen [] and Yang [] gave two more accurate half-discrete Mulholland's inequalities by using Hadamard's inequality. In this paper, by means of weight functions and the improved Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, a more accurate half-discrete Hilbert-type inequality with a nonhomogeneous kernel and a best constant factor is given as follows.
Moreover, a best extension of (), some equivalent forms, the operator expressions as well as some particular inequalities are considered.
Some lemmas
as follows: 
Then there exists
Proof Define a decreasing continuous function g(y) as
Then it follows
and then in view of the above results and by simple calculation, we have ().
, and ω(n) and (x) are weight functions given by
then we have
, and by simple calculation, we have
For fixed x > γ , we find
By the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula (cf.
[]), it follows
then by (), we find
In view of () and the above results, since for η ≤  -
Since for y ≥ , y -η ≥ 
In view of () and the above results, for  -η ≥
Hence, for x > γ , we have R(x) > , and then () follows.
Lemma  Let the assumptions of Lemma  be fulfilled and, additionally, let p
> ,  p +  q = , a n ≥ , n ∈ N, f (x) be a
non-negative measurable function in (γ , ∞). Then we have the following inequalities:
J := ∞ n= (n -β) p(α-β)  - ∞ γ (min{, (x -γ )(n -η)}) β (max{, (x -γ )(n -η)}) α f (x) dx p  p ≤  α + β  q ∞ γ (x)(x -γ ) p(- α-β  )- f p (x) dx  p , (   ) L  := ∞ γ (x -α) q(α-β)  - [ (x)] q- ∞ n= (min{, (x -γ )(n -η)}) β a n (max{, (x -γ )(n -η)}) α q dx  q ≤  α + β ∞ n= (n -η) q(- α-β  )- a q n  q . () Proof Setting k(x, n) := (min{,(x-γ )(n-η)}) β (max{,(x-γ )(n-η)}) α ,
by Hölder's inequality (cf. []) and (), it follows
Then by the Lebesgue term-by-term integration theorem (cf.
[]), we have
Hence, () follows. By Hölder's inequality again, we have
By the Lebesgue term-by-term integration theorem, we have
, and in view of (), inequality () follows.
Lemma  Let the assumptions of Lemma  be fulfilled and, additionally, let p > ,
, and a n = (n -η) α-β  -ε q - , n ∈ N, then we have
Proof We find
and then () is valid. We obtain
and so () is valid.
Main results
We introduce the functions 
